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OCEANSIDE GLASSTILE INTRODUCES HARMONIA

→

New Mixed-Media Mosiac in a Nature Inspired Color Palette
Carlsbad, Ca – Immediately - Oceanside Glasstile is reconnecting with Mother Earth as they
release their new line Harmonia. The new line, poetic in nature, marries layers of high quality
travertine with the rich colors of straight edge Muse glass. The resulting texture and depth create
a truly stunning integrated mosaic that fulfills myriad design visions from classic to
contemporary.
"Nature inspired, this mosaic collection offers a modern aesthetic that celebrates organic beauty,
said Design Director Feras Irikat. “It has an affinity-to minimalist design. The line features
beautiful elements by using a distinctive mix of materials and textures . . . offering limitless
possibilities and sure to add elegance to any space."
The new product line consists of three patterns, a straight edge mosaic, a straight set brick pattern,
and a 30% offset pattern allowing for modern or eclectic design. In addition three new colors, a
blue and green, inspired by the Pacific Ocean and tropical forest will be joining the color palette,
along with a brand new Grey, allowing for unexpected color combinations. The product offering
includes 12 rhythmical pre-designed blends to complete Harmonia’s pleasing melody. For those
who like to sing to their own tune, the option to customize your own Harmonia blend is also
available.
Oceanside Glasstile has had a conscientious commitment to the environment since its inception in
1992. Annually, the company uses over 2 million pounds of glass from curbside recycling
programs to manufacture their products – turning waste that would otherwise end up in landfills
into expressive design materials. Many colors contain up to 86% recycled material.
About Oceanside Glasstile
Oceanside Glasstile looks for new ways to use molten glass to create architectural tile designs for
home and commercial environments. The manufacturing process aims to be a closed loop with as
little impact on the environment as possible - from increasing the recycled content of the tile to
minimizing energy and waste. Oceanside Glasstile offers nine products line ranging from glass
and mixed media mosaics to larger format modulating, dimensional designs.

For more information and to locate your nearest showroom, please visit www.glasstile.com.

	
  

